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ABSTRACT: The basic processes in any network security applications are Encryption and Decryption where the 

former is performed at the sender side and the latter at the receiver side. Many of the encryption algorithms use a secret 

key without which it is hardly impossible to retrieve the actual original data from the encrypted data. In this paper we 

propose a method which transforms the text into a pixel based image using Modulo 256 logic and then encrypts the 

obtained pixel based image using AES algorithm. The key exchange for the AES is solved in this approach as the key is 

smartly sent along with the encrypted image. Rather than a database for text to image transformation we have used the 

mathematical modulo operation which doesn’t ask for a public database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

As the number of network applications get increased in nowadays world, security has become an important factor in 

communication and transferring data on a public network. To make the network more secure there are different 

methodologies used from the ancient time which are still very much effective even in the present scenario. Some of the 

network security techniques are as listed below: 

Substitution: In cryptography the substitution techniques is an oldest but yet powerful method to hide the original 

text, this method deals with the replacement of alphabets and numbers with some other alphabets or set of alphabets as 

well as numbers. A well-known example for Substitution is Caesar Cipher. It is a special case of substitution technique 

where in each alphabet in a message is replaced by an alphabet three places down the line. 

Transposition: Transposition techniques differ from the substitution techniques in the way that they do not simply 

replace one alphabet with another; they also perform some permutation on the plain text alphabets. The permutation 

can happen at a byte level or even at bit level also. The very popular example for Transposition Cipher is rail fence 

technique which involves writing the plain text diagonally and then reading it horizontally to produce cipher text. A 

widely used technique Vernam cipher method uses a one-time pad, which is discarded after a single use and therefore it 

is suitable only for short messages. 

In cryptography, encryption is the process of converting plain, readable and understandable information into 

unreadable and non-understandable information. In today’s world, encryption is employed in protecting many systems 

like Internet and bank automatic teller machines. Encryption is very useful in protecting information, but new 

techniques are still needed to make security, particularly to verify the message authenticity and integrity. Message 

Authentication Code provides message integrity and digital signatures provides message authentication, the MAC and 

digital signatures ensures that the message has been initiated from the genuine sender itself while the MAC promises 

that the message is unaltered between the transmitting network. 

The key is very essential in cryptography for encryption and decryption of data from one format to another. In 

modern encryption, two popular techniques namely public key encryption and private key encryption are used. If we 

want to send a message to the receiver side, we must encrypt it using the public key. On the other hand symmetric 
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encryption uses only a single key which should be kept secret, but this can be shared with other clients those will be 

exchanging messages with the key owner. 

Private Key Encryption:  In symmetric encryption or private Key encryption only one single key is used for 

encryption and decryption of the message which is to be transferred. The advantage of this technique is fast execution 

speed because a single key is used on both the ends of the public network. Managing the secret key is the foremost 

concern while using private key encryption. 

Public Key Encryption: In Asymmetric encryption or public key encryption pair of keys is used as a public and as a 

private key. To privately communicate with the other user the public key is distributed to everyone. Hence this 

approach solves most perceived problem of the private key encryption which is the key exchange. Here each user has 

the private key, which is paired to the public key. In this technique private key is never shared between the users while 

public key is widely available. Asymmetric encryption is slower because of the multiple key distributions between 

users. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Our algorithm in this paper is based on the work done by Ahmad Abusukhon and Mohammad Talib [1]. In their 

algorithm, there are mainly two levels of data encryption. The first level contains Text-To-Image Encryption which is 

designed by the authors of the paper while the second level contains Image-Shuffle Encryption which is based on 

efficient digital encryption algorithm based on shuffling the matrix [2]. These two levels of encryption are performed 

on the sender side and decryption is performed on the client side. In the first level i.e. Text-To-Image Encryption each 

letter in the text file is transformed into three random integers say R for Red, G for Green and B for Blue where each 

random number ranging from 0 to 255. The three random numbers represent one pixel in the image file.  

In their algorithm, they generated a random pixel (R, G, and B values calling them RGB value) for each letter.  

During this process the random numbers RGB for all letters are combined and stored in one string (key 1) then they 

have used key1 to transform the plaintext into cipher text. The result of this process is a two dimensional array or 

Matrix of Pixels MP in which each 3 contiguous columns in a given row represent one letter. In order to make it 

difficult to attack the data they execute the second level of encryption, here they determine the number of times the 

matrix is shuffled [2]; say N. where N is equal to the number of column of MP.  

Each time the matrix MP is shuffled two random numbers are generated say R1, and R2, where R1 represents 

row/column number and R2 represents another row/column number. R1 is replaced by R2 and vice-versa. The 

Shuffled matrix, say SP, is finally sent to the client. On receiving SP, client uses key 2 to retrieve the original matrix 

MP and then each pixel in MP is decomposed into R, G, and B values. Then using key 1 each 3 contiguous values (R, 

G, and B) are transformed to a specific letter. 

Praveen.H.L , H.S. Jayaramu, M.Z.Kurian [9] has developed a model which can easily encrypt the images obtained 

from satellites. 

Ahmed Basher Abugharsa, AbdSamad Bin HasanBasari and HamidaAlmangush[8] has also used AES algorithm to 

encrypt image, they have first rotated the plain image to generate another image with the help of magic cube. The 

original image has been sub-divided into six sub-images and these are divided amongst a number of blocks and were 

being attached to the faces of a Magic Cube and to confuse the relationship between the plain image and the 

encrypted image, the rotated image is fed into an AES algorithm which is applied to each pixel of the image to 

encrypt the image even further. 

Manoj. B, Manjula N Harihar[5] also states that Image Encryption and Decryption using AES can be designed and 

implemented to protect the confidential image data from an unauthorized access the authors found that Successful 

implementation of AES algorithm is one of the best encryption and decryption standard available in market. 

P. Radhadevi, P. Kalpana [7] has also presented the encryption & decryption of an image using AES algorithm, 

they have concluded that the AES can be used very efficiently to secure image transmission. 

P.Karthigaikumar ,SoumiyaRasheed [4] has also used AES algorithm for simulation of image encryption they have 

successfully implemented the AES algorithm in MATLAB on Xilinx platform, Timing simulation is also performed 

which verifies the functionality of the designed circuit. 

In the proposed algorithm we have employed our own mathematical model (Modulo 256) for first stage encryption 

instead of maintaining a huge database as in [1] and also an AES encryption stage in which the image is encrypted 
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using a key following AES algorithm, as the AES has been widely adapted to encrypt data but now a days frequently 

used for encrypting images as well. 

III. AES ALGORITHM 

 

The algorithm is very flexible as it supports the key size of 128, 192, and 256 bits. However, AES mandates that 

the plaintext must be 128 bit long which can be divided into four basic operation blocks. These blocks operate on 

array made up of bytes organized in a 4×4 matrix which is called the state. For total encryption, the data is passed 

through Nr number of rounds (Nr = 10, 12, and 14). In these rounds the following transformations are performed: 

Subbyte Transformation: This includes a nonlinear byte substitution which uses a substitution table (S-box), this 

substitution table is constructed with the help of Affine Transformation and multiplicative inverse.  

Shift rows transformation: It is a simple byte transposition method, Here the bytes in the last three rows of the state 

are shifted left; the offset of the shift varies from one to three. 

Mix columns transformation: It is similar to the multiplication of columns of the matrix; here each column vector is 

multiplied by a fixed matrix. One thing should be kept in mind that the bytes are treated as polynomials rather than 

numbers. 

Add round key transformation: It is a simple XOR operation between the working state and the round key. This 

transformation is its own inverse. 

During the decryption process the reverse of all the above said transformations will happen. The transformations will 

be Inverse Substitute Bytes, Inverse Shift rows: and Inverse Mix Columns and adding round key is same as 

encryption process as it is the inverse by itself. The detailed process of AES algorithm has been given as a figure in 

Fig.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.Flow Diagram of AES Algorithm 

 

 

 

As AES is a symmetric key encryption technique, the secret key is known to both the sender and the receiver. AES 

when compared to DES, have no known weaknesses. All key values are equally secured thus no value will render one 

encryption more vulnerable than another. The keys are expanded via a key expansion routine which is used in the AES 

cipher algorithm. This key expansion routine is quite flexible & can be performed all at once or on the fly calculating 

words as per the need of the user.  AES is extremely fast as compared to other block ciphers. 
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IV. PROPOSED MODEL 

 

This section, describes the proposed AES based text to pixel algorithm. This technique is designed to improve the 

algorithm proposed by the Ahmad Abusukhon and Mohammad Talib [1]. First of all their algorithm does not solve the 

key exchange process. Also there is a necessity of maintaining a huge database which contains the RGB values of 

various uppercase, lowercase and other special characters. Many sets of such combinations are required to protect the 

privacy of the data. Another loop hole is that they have to transfer the whole key; this is quite big in size as every 

character in plain text has been replaced by three random numbers. Hence it requires transferring at least three times 

more data as compared to actual data just for decrypting the packet. Since encryption is better option as compared to 

simple shuffling of bits, the proposed technique employs an encryption stage rather than shuffling the bit positions by 

matrix scrambling technique [2]. In [1] sender & receiver side has a combination database that contains various 

combinations of text to digit mapping. It has various combinations for transforming characters into equivalent RGB 

values, where each combination is assigned a unique number ranging from 1 to N where N denotes the total number of 

combinations. 

In this paper we have proposed a mathematical model that gets three key inputs (any positive integer, one for each 

colour) from the user. In the beginning the plain texts are written in their ASCII formats. The ASCII value is multiplied 

with the corresponding (R or G or B) key value. Then if the multiplied result is greater than 256 we perform Modulo 

256 operation and store the remainder value. If the obtained quotient is greater than 256 we again perform Modulo 256 

operation again and store the remainder and this process repeats until a value less than 256 is obtained as a quotient. 

With this we transform the plain text to an image by repeating the same process for three times each for RGB 

respectively. Now this image is encrypted by a key using an AES algorithm [13], which generates an encrypted image. 

On this encrypted image, few more pixels are added, which stores the AES key which is used for the encryption 

process is also added at the last row of the image. Now the final image generated is transferred to the destination host.  

The receiver has the idea on the three keys (positive integers) which were used in forming the pixels. Upon receiving 

the final image, the receiver’s first task is to read the last pixel that was added to get the AES key. Once the AES key is 

obtained the received image can be decrypted by the process of AES Inverse Cipher. Once the receiver obtains the 

decrypted image from the AES Inverse Cipher he then performs the Inverse Modulo 256 Logic using the retrieved key 

to obtain the original plain text. 

 

An example for the proposed algorithm has been explained below. The input plain text is multiplied with the ASCII 

values of each character in the plain text. The product value is divided by 256. Now there arise two cases. 

 CASE 1: Quotient value greater than 256 

 CASE 2: Quotient value lesser than 256 

For CASE1 the remainder value is stored and the obtained quotient value is again divided by 256. This process 

continues until the quotient value is less than 256(that is) CASE2. 

For CASE2 the remainder and the quotient is directly stored. This whole process is done for three times (for R, G 

and B). Thus three inputs are required from the user. Concatenating R, G and B will result in an image. (Output of first 

level) 

 

For example if the user input is 20 and the plain text is AZE. 

 ASCII of A is 65 

 ASCII of Z is 90 

 ASCII of E is 69 

First character A is taken and its ASCII value is multiplied with 20. 

 65 * 20 = 1300(product) 

 1300/256 = 5.078125 

 Q = 5 

 R = 0.078125*256 = 20 

Since Q<256, it comes under CASE 2 

The values will be stored (encryption side) as follows: 
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2 5 20 

Let us consider another example that defines CASE 1. For example if the user input is 12000 and the plain 

text is AZE 

First letter is A whose ASCII value is 65 

 12000 * 65 = 780000(product value) 

 780000/256 = 3046.875 

 Q1 = 3046 which is greater than 256 

 R1 = 0.875 * 256 = 224 

It is under CASE 1 and Q should be again divided by 256. 

 3046/256 = 11.8984375 

 Q2 = 11 which is less than 256 

 R2 = 0.8984375 * 256 = 230 

The values will be stored (encryption side) as follows: 

3 11 230 224 
To retain the product value from the below table following procedure is adopted 

 (11(Q2) * 256) * 256 = 720896 

 230(R2) * 256 = 58880 

 720896 + 58880 + 224 = 780000(product value) 

Once this product value is obtained, by knowing the input number given by the user (12000 in this example) the ASCII 

value of the character can be retained.  

780000/12000 = 65(ASCII of the letter A). 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Given Plain text: qwerty 

Given Key values K1=20 K2=120 K3=220           

AES key = 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11                                                                

 

After Modulo 256 level encryption 

R = 2     8   212     2     9    76     2     7   228     2     8   232     2     9    16     2     9   116 

G = 2    52   248     2    55   200     2    47    88     2    53   112     2    54    96     2    56   184 

B = 2    97    28     2   102    68     2    86   204     2    97   248     2    99   176     2   103   252 

After AES 

Cipher Text(R) = 

246    78   157   234    55   143   235    55    45   177    20   114   128    89   157    65 

8    66   183    44   194   158   219     9   237    33   143   119    39   155   163   243 

252   217   188   225   176    62   117   118   125    66   137   117    39   227   206   111 

Cipher Text (G) = 

22   243    35   159   251    39   209   159    78    11   170    91   171    20   141   164 

93   101   133   231   164   249    13   208   197      90   241     6    52   110   112   241 

53    42     6   194    10    89   184    26    94   200     6    57    78   250    63   137 

Cipher Text (B) =  

188     5    95    91   127    37   244   234     9   136   246    70   156   214   172   190 

254   134   144    49   218    86    74    65   151   154    54   206   210   144    85   138 

 23   206    86   222   135   202    67   148    27    41   149    43   253   201   115   209 

Encrypted output after AES: 
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We are also adding the AES key to the last row of the image. At the receiver side, the decryption takes place and by 

using the Cipher text the AES key is retrieved. Then Inverse Modulo 256 Logic is performed to obtain the product 

value. Once the Receiver knows the first key value he can recover the original plain text value as “qwerty”. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a method which when implemented will lead to a highly secure transmission of text. If a hacker 

any how decrypts the image then he gets another image, which further confuses him whether the actual information is 

in text or in image format, the blend of text to image transformation and then AES encryption makes actual information 

(plain text) highly secure for transmitting it on extremely vulnerable and insecure network environment. It also solves 

the problem of maintaining a huge database for a simple text to image transformation with the help of our mathematical 

model. It also partially solves the problem of key exchange as the AES key is smartly sent along with the encrypted 

image. 
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